
Fragment from Chapter III, Salt and Pepper: 

 

One thing is for sure, thought Tristan; the bachelor’s language acquired a thorough subtle 

affectedness while the years passed.   

- I congratulate you myself as well my dear, the poet added, for your perfect aesthetic taste. She 

is charming. The department’s research activity seems to be in good hands, I am convinced that you 

will obtain satisfactory effects for all entailed parties. I envy you and I suggest having a drink before 

the intruders from the enemy’s camp would come into sight. 

Tristan was accustomed to the ironies of his older colleagues. In their speech was always 

slipping by a dim longing for the times when – they were saying – the years and the freshness – the 

intellectual freshness, of course – were allowing them “elaborated gathering of documentary evidence 

on subjects of similar nature”. Tristan was panicstrickening only when the two were deciding it was a 

good idea to voice themselves with similar allusions in the presence of Iza. And the poet and the 

bachelor did not seem to miss any such opportunity. While filling up three glasses, without bothering to 

ask whether the others were interested in this pursuit, the poet said apparently harmless:  

- My dear, where do you plan to spend your holyday this summer? 

It was out of the question he could have known about the symposium. He was certainly talking 

about and extremely delicate moment – ticklish not for him, anyway. At one of Tristan and Isa’s goings 

out to Vama Veche they had to face a highly spirited conversation about the eroticism in literature, in 

the company of their bohemian colleague, who was stark naked on the beach and very delighted with 

the consideration expressed by all the female students who happened to be in the resort at the same 

time. And their number was that noteworthy so that it was difficult to judge it a mere coincidence.   

The poet was talking about that lecture as the most successful summer course the national 

academic system has ever known. Tristan, closely observed by Iza, could not find where exactly he 

should turn his eyesight in order to obviate the multitude of thoroughly tanned feminine bodies,  since 

topless was an unwritten law of that beach. Finally he took of his eyeglasses and he pretended, all along 

the entire length of the endless and savoury speech of the bohemian poet, that the lenses require a 

special attention. With this opportunity was tacitly established the agreement of the utilization of the 

first name since it would have seem extremely improper the employment of the university degrees in an 

uncertain flower-power atmosphere. The only impediment of the whole summer experiment was the 

poet’s questionable inspiration to mail to all his colleagues, at the address of the University, the same 

photo. This was, by all means, very felicitous, the landscape being made out of the sea and the sand, in 

the middle of it the poet smiling relaxed, wearing a single accessory, the hat, fortunately not on his 

head. This measure of precaution did not make indistinct at all the more than transparent suggestion. 

The lady dean declared, with a gloomy face, that she has never received any such mail. (The secretary 

was having a different opinion, but she was preserving it, of course, for inner being). Therefore the poet 

gallantly and promptly offered himself, during a faculty meeting board, to hand her a copy. This 

proposal was welcomed with a prolonged silence, until the head of the department suggested, of course, 

the re-debating of the budgetary restrictions, a solicitation that was welcomed with an unprecedented 

wave of enthusiasm and interest. Listening to the story later on Sanziana decreed, while slapping her 

hands, that is very interesting at the faculty.      

The optional course of eroticism in literature turned so requested by female students so that the 

head of the department had to remove the Cyrillic paleography from the curriculum. In a way Tristan 

was deeply grateful to his bohemian colleague for the inspiration of that lecture on the beach and every 

summer became a habitual event the profound study of the subject in a means as unconventional as 

possible. Now however gloomy clouds were appearing on the horizon. A certain female colleague was 

about to inaugurate an optional course of feminism in literature. The engagement in the lecture rooms 
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of the university was promising dreadful and the poet was looking for all the needful assistance for that 

summer of the literary academic nudism. This is how he even had in mind to resort to some athletic 

sports and was requiring for the attendance of Tristan at his side, alike in the gym and as part of the 

seaside lectures. He began to write a novel as well, that was looked forward to with excitement - and 

fear – by the whole entourage1. With the intention to settle, in a way, a possible conflict with Iza, on 

account of Eva’s intuitively indubitable presence as part of the unconformable speeches about the 

eroticism and sexuality on the beach that would be possessed by the subject and the object of the 

respective considerations, Tristan fancied that an admixture of wariness and of preventive action would 

be just right. Hence he plucked up courage, drew breath and considered to turn down, as delicately as 

possible, the invitation of his bohemian colleague: 

- You know, I thought that this summer it would be a good idea to make a halt at Neptun. The 

Villa of the Writers` Association seems to be a pretty suitable environment to draw up a novel, perhaps 

you would like to book a room yourself? We would be neighbors and we could debate, unhampered, 

even about the eroticism in literature. 

A prolonged silence followed; during this interval the bachelor lighted leisurely a long cigarette 

and the poet filled up his pipe with smoking tobacco – the most popularized (yet also the most ignored) 

of all the resolutions of the University’s Senate, through its exhibition to all the bulletin boards was 

establishing the interdiction of smoking within the precincts of the institution. At last the poet said 

laconically:  

- I am afraid that within the framework of the Villa of the Writers` Association I would be a 

little ill-at-ease; I would find myself out of my genuine element, if you know what I mean.    

The allegation sounded as much as an archaeologist would have said that the ruins of Troy or 

the tomb of Tutankhamen were unfamiliar environments to him, but Tristan refrained from putting 

forward careful hypothesis regarding the nature of the “genuine element” of his colleague.  

The bachelor cut in meditatively: 

- Well, Tristan, my dear, I understand you, épater les bourgeois is a rather more difficult to 

observe when you have a wife and a child. Obligations occur. Celibacy… I beg your pardon; the 

bachelor’s life2 concedes one with sensible choices.  

                                                 
1 - Contrary to the suspicions that were more or less subtly induced in the subtext, the reference is not concerned with the 

present novel. Unlike this narrative, the poet`s novel recounts genuine happenings about real persons and occurrences that 

are vaguely masked through the concoction of some new names to the characters who serve as a substitute for the identity of 

the individuals.    

- Could you be more explicit? 

- If you will allow me, I would make matters clear. In the real story, as is the case with the poet`s telling, the succession of 

the logical subordination is the following: the history (the denoted events) > the narrative (the enunciation of the telling) > 

the story (the semantic and syntactic product of the narrative act).  In the fiction story, as is the case with the present one, 

the history exists only as a mental projection induced by the story, therefore the succession of the logical subordination is 

another one: the narrative > the story > the history. In the fiction story, contrary to the situation of the real story, the 

universe that is co-entailed by the history is a semantically incomplete world, which clearly denotes the logical 

subordination of the level of the history in comparison to the level of the story. 

- Our thanks to Mister Gerard Genette for his wholly edifying intervention. If there are not other questions we can revert to 

the enunciation of the story in order to know the semantically incomplete universe of the university salad.   

(excerpt from the dialogue that took place as part of the Round Table with the occasion of the Parisian release of the 

volume, in the autumn of 1972. Regrettably among the participants could not be reckoned the author himself, since he was 

not born yet. Alain Robbe-Grillet was particularly disillusioned hearing the news).   
2 The synonymy succession grows complete in the formula: bachelor, single man, unmarried, wifeless, spouseless, celibate, 

agamist. It is not obvious in the context if the character shares the social condition of any of the four synonyms. The whole 

enunciation wavers indefinitely between irony and self-irony.    
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The poet caught a glimpse of a unique opportunity and turned with lightning speed towards his 

colleague:   

- My dear, do you mean that you will come to Vama Veche? Hurrah, we will be a weighty pair; 

perhaps we will even found a University. Stufstock University sounds attractive, don’t you think so? 

Surprised, the bachelor choked, coughed abruptly, stretched out his hand his hand and drank off 

the glass in front of him. Tristan had at once the feeling of a déja-vu and yelled, too late, that it does not 

contain water3. The bachelor was about to have a stroke together with a severe asphyxia until, much 

later, he felt like him and managed to utter exhausted:   

- I am afraid I do not master as well as you the subject of the eroticism in literature, my dear 

colleague. 

- It is never too late to go deeply into the knowledge, my dear colleague. You could approach 

them from the point of view of the linguistic pragmatism, I reserve myself to the psycho-analytical 

outlook, but perhaps we could reduce them to the same denominator. For instance let us pay attention 

to Henry James, this undeniably genius who repressed wholly his sexual impulse, alike as a 

manifestation in his private life and as an artistic expression in his entire work. On the other hand, in 

the introductions he signed himself to the American edition of his complete work there are to be 

noticed, while a minute critical examination, subconscious and well dissimulated ideas of the 

penetration of the a…      

 

 

 

Bestiary.  

Oriental Salad with Imaginary and Self-Conceited Academics 

 

 

”The intellectuals! Here we have a precious sort of citizens the lack of which our country cannot 

complain. Thanks God we have enough of them!” Caragiale cried out ironically. Lucian Bagiu is 

focusing his attention toward intellectual problems, more precisely toward the academic world with its 

imperfections just right to banter. Keeping a close eye on the well established tradition of the campus 

fiction of the English literature (Malcolm Bradbury and David Lodge) the young Transylvanian 

academic (an assistant lecturer to the Romanian language and literature Department of the Alba Iulia 

University) applies perfectly a postmodern recipe.  

 

The readers from anywhere and everywhere must be warned: “Bestiary” is not a novel in the ordinary 

meaning; you will find the traditional epic development nor plot, structure or outcome. On the other 

hand we witness an experimental novel; we step inside the secret recipe of writing a text that is 

deconstructing itself continuously. The writer unfolds ostentatiously panoply of rhetorical, composition 

and stylistic methods that bear a programmatic stamp of eclecticism. He takes to all sorts of 

postmodern “farces”: breaking up of the form, discontinuity, spraying/relativity/approximation of the 

narrative perspective, self-referring, meta-textual reflexive, inter-textual. The result is a parody 

pastime, a subtle practice of refined irony strewn with many bookish references that do not attack the 

reader but attracts him as an accomplice.        

 

 

                                                 
3 We cannot be positive about the contents of the glass. In this case we decline our proficiency and responsibility. Thus one 

cannot exclude the different reading it could have been water, nevertheless. 
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Hence as ingredients for the “salad” there are the characters: the assistant lecturer Paul Tristan, the 

venerable septuagenarian full professor, the head of the Department and a few other distinguished guild 

colleagues whom we shall name as speciae aeternitas: the bachelor, the bohemian poet, the feminist 

wren/garden warbler and bonus the professor’s granddaughter Isolda also known as Iza, which is 

foredoomed to Tristan, of course (is there any other way?). Well, moreover we season with some 

instances of the narrative communication, some disguised as characters. Watch out: things are not 

exactly what they seem to be! We speak about the eye-witness narrator (Ew, a beautiful English 

university lecturer), an alleged author, Elby, which pokes his nose/interferes and starts talking to the 

readers, regardless of the readers` wish or not to communicate, and even David Lodge himself. Salt and 

pepper cannot miss; they take the shape of an international symposium organized in Vienna. The head 

of the Department retires to a monastery, however not before commissioning Tristan to attend instead 

of him. I will let you find out by yourself how the mayonnaise thickens or curdles or how our book 

changes its appearance with every read chapter.    
 

After he kept on playing with the narrative perspectives, the author inserts at random also a 

cinematographic script, turns into diary pages with gothic echo. He does not spare us neither with 

epistolary genre, the facts ask for this, meanwhile the deeds turned into an esoteric freemason air. And 

the humor is the uniting agent. Regardless of style or technique, the irony and the comical situations are 

charming, you split with laughter, mark my words! This is an adequate manner to undermine the 

sometimes fruitless or anachronistic foundations of the essential-elitist academic world.     

 

(Irina Filipache , 16 apr 2008, in TimeOut Bucuresti) 

 

 
A Suicidal Don 

 

 

I had found a fragment of Lucian Bâgiu`s novel (Bestiary. Oriental Salad with Imaginary and 

Self-Conceited Academics, Cartea Românească Publishing House, 2008) in a journal edited in Focşani, 

long before the entire novel was published. I immediately voted confidence in it as being one of the 

few authentic campus novels of Romania. It is even more authentic than Andrei Bodiu`s Bulevardul 

eroilor (The Heroes` Boulevard). I was not wrong to a certain extent.  

The fragment pointed out the courage of exposure, the presence of a subtle irony sometimes 

transformed into a satire. “I see”, I told myself, “look, there is something of David Lodge`s caustic art 

of writing…, a keener one...”. After the moment I read the entire volume I came to realize that the 

author is highly aware of his model: Lodge and Lodge again. It was neither Martin Wesler`s nostalgic 

and obscure outlook, nor the graphic atmosphere which Javier Marias created in Todas las almas (All 

Souls). The problem is that even Lodge himself becomes obsolete at a certain moment. Being tired of 

Linguistics and Old Slavonic, the narrator pines for teaching a course on Narratology  - that is actually 

employed in his novel. The result is the narrative digression: methods, tactics, set-ups and techniques. 

Self-fiction, meta-fiction, para-fiction, self-referring, etc. As I was saying, it is applied narrative, but in 

an exhaustive manner. At a certain moment, the plot and the characters do not even matter, and all that 

matters is the diegetic arrangement. Everything is crowned by pouring prose into scenario: off-voices, 

musical background, interior shots, directives for filming, and stage management, etc. Say no more, if I 

were the Minister of Education, I would appoint Lucian Bâgiu coordinator of all narrative and creative 

writing courses in the whole country. Despite the academic autonomy!            
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The approach is an inductive one: it starts from a small provincial university that is willing to 

sacrifice everything with a view to diminishing its expenses and attending conferences in Europe. The 

characters are outlined very well, and they are engaged in a “bite and run away” game. The fun is 

frequently outrageous, and breaks out from registering of gestures, spasmodic tics and ridiculous 

conflicts, sometimes pushed up to the court. It is a world of (pseudo-)specialists that is academically 

hide-bound and convinced that it is the hub of the universe. The writer is a great master in building up 

scenes with relishing dialogue, and verging on the absurd. One could say he is Ion Ghica’s, Tudor 

Muşatescu’s or Eugen Ionescu’s great-grandson. Yet, he is not satisfied with such illustrious 

predecessors. He claims fir Ion Budai-Deleanu, the master of explanations and subtext re-writing, too. 

This is how Bagiu acts as well. He displays his knowledge down page because he is not sure if the text 

itself is self-sufficient itself.        

 
 In the department there is a debate upon the march of the Students` League against domestic 

violence perpetrated by men against women. Tristan, one of the narrators, is seized and given in 

marriage to Isolda, full professor’s granddaughter with suave name. As I was saying, Bâgiu amuses 

himself terribly well by playing some sort of paintball game with both ancient, pre-modern and modern 

Romanian literature, as well as the contemporary English writers. Another haunting idea is represented 

by James Cook’s exotic expeditions. The still-frames are delicious in bantering formalisms: “in that 

medieval hall posture, I, with my lips suspended above the stretched hand, bowed in a purely minstrel 

gesture”.   

The narrator multiplies himself on the line of a schizophrenic postmodernism. The waiter hisses 

us from the infra-text: “pssst! It is me!”; then NOA, the Anonymous Omniscient Narrator appears, and 

the Eye-Witness breaks in on the dialogue, too. The Eye-Witness is suspect of being Lodge himself. 

The chronotope is also broken, split, and multiplied. Genette is taken by his collar in the infra-text and 

so on, and so on….  

What else do we find out after successive refocalizations? Tristan gets a daughter named 

Sânziana. She obviously becomes Pepelea’s friend. A Băsescu type president flanked by a captain 

named Neaşsu (of Campulung?) alights at Writers’ Villa in Neptun. There is also a Viennese 

symposium where Tristan (the one that expiates the collective guilt, “male goat”) is accompanied by 

Eva, a sexy and also over-learned student in the History of the Romanian Language. The head of the 

department retires into a monastery and coordinates his co-workers by emails written in the 

ecclesiastical language that is full of clichés. We have also an account of a travel distinct of the one 

written by Golescu. All that remains to be proved is the fact that Neacşu`s Letter from 1521 is the 

handicraft of “a foreign secret agent working for the Hungarians” and the Romanian language is older 

than French.         

As one can see, the prose writer rather leaps over the male of the mare. He overlaps characters, 

conditions and historical happenings without any inconvenience. His wish for pamphlet is too obvious 

and the comicalness of language and context are sometimes too rigid. It is a too cultural approach. Yet, 

since I am familiar with his previous writings, I notice a shifting from fairy-tales and fairy scenes 

ironically dealt towards contemporary (political and academic) realism. I do not know to what extent 

Lucian Bagiu will be able to imbue his mind with succulent life, but he has already proven that he is a 

remarkable satirist. And another thing: one might notice the subtlety of his biting remarks that is a sign 

of an elegant nature. As Lodge`s compatriots would say: “he is so unstreet!”.  

 

(Felix Nicolau, in Luceafarul, October 2008) 
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Lucian Bâgiu, the master of deconstruction 

                                                                                                  

 Monica Grosu 

 

Lucian Bâgiu rises our attention again through his latest novel, Bestiar. Salată orientală cu 

universitari închipuiţi (published by Cartea Românească, 2008), which has been announced by his 

previous books, all of them having in common features such as confession, epistolary style, the mixture 

of narrative voices, fragmentation, delirious vision, irony and paraphrase. 

Bestiarul could be seen as a confession-novel as well, expressing ironically the uncomfortable 

experience of a young university assistant, an experience which is characterized by a stunning realism 

and irony of an amazed auctorial-voice in front of daily routine. Consequently, the reader is 

familiarized with the ridiculous of different scenes in which university members are directly involved; 

in this respect, there is the example of a professor’s in ordinary trial at which the young university 

assistant is a witness: “That very particular moment, I wish I had been anywhere else in this whole 

universe, apart from the third line of the court. Even the thought of the exam to get permanency in 

teaching appeared to me as a blessed Mekka, while the seminars specific to my dull discipline seemed 

indisputably the ideal option of the Planet.” (page 17) 

There is to be noticed the dramatic existence of the young assistant who feels miserable in the 

middle of an academic world, but tries hardly to cope with it. From a narrative point of view, this is the 

moment when self-irony makes its presence, as the author highly rules the language subtleties and feels 

its artistic potential. The writer’s sarcasm, which is more than obvious, is not limited only to a few 

university figures, but also to institutions, the relationships between town hall and rector’s office “were 

just perfect.” (page 27) 

The position of some university teachers, the relativity of getting the title as an assistant in ordinary 

(that depends most of the time on other people than himself), as well as the distant relationships inside 

the Literature Department, all these aspects, which are presented with a genuine humor and fine irony, 

create the impression of a film vision rapidly connecting real life parts. The so-called events are all 

defined by a precariousness which is acutely felt by the young teacher. “If I think better, this feeling of 

precariousness has been overwhelming in the last two years, since I have found myself accidentally as 

a member of the Department.” (page 29) 

Ignoring the text’s transitivity, we must emphasize that we deal with a meant to be difficult and 

ambiguous novel, which is consequently hard to understand, read and follow. Still this level of the text 

represents the real challenge for the reader. Lucian Bâgiu is not the first who criticizes the university 

system, but he does it in an extremely original and brave way. What he really achieves is this important 

combination of epic styles and narrative formulas, standing him out of the previous canons.  

Drawing upon the story of some conceited university teachers belonging to a Transylvanian city, 

the author materializes a narrative experience, appealing to a few narrators, as well as involving the 

reader directly, to whom he addresses repeatedly by the means of the footnotes. The mentioned 

footnotes have a major part, on the one hand, they seem to clarify the circumstances of certain 

situations and, on the other hand, they deform the information.  The three narrators’ interventions are 

realized through a continuous crescendo, they permanently suspecting and correcting each other. This 

postmodernist game is dominated by inter-textual, paraphrase, name coincidences, comical language 

and funny situations. Behind the text, the writer provokes the reader, seduces him, confuses him, 

showing him exclusively what he intends to. This is not his main purpose as all is ridiculed, all the 

rules are denied and disregarded. 
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There are moments in the text when the characters themselves offer supplementary details in the 

footnotes, thus apparently the text seems to struggle for its own coherence, still this is not the case. 

There is the possibility for the author to amuse himself by his textual adventure, anticipating the 

reader’s reactions and confusion. Lucian Bâgiu suggests a new type of partnership between writer and 

reader, characterized by derision. Furthermore, the reader is absolutely confused and involved in a 

pseudo-dialogue (in fact, there is a monologue), for example in the following footnote: “It would have 

been possible for me to clarify the curiosity of the reader, still I won’t do it.” (page 105) The acid irony 

is often combined with the playful character of the writing, such as NOA (The Omniscient Anonymous 

Narrator) who confuses the reader again, focusing the attention on a wrong direction. 

The academic world is criticized and a general view on it is not a very encouraging one, as in the 

following fragment: “After hearing the endless discussion between mum and dad, Sânziana understood 

there weren’t major differences between kindergarten and university, as in both cases, girls and boys 

teased and tripped each other. Sânziana was, by far, a precocious child.” (page 83) Sânziana is Tristan’s 

and Isolda’s daughter (Tristan is the protagonist of the novel, the 34 years old young university 

teacher), a character who appears in an other book, Sânziana în lumea poveştilor, by the same author. 

 The novel in discussion has a very realistic character, thus the travel by car in Transylvania is a 

good opportunity for the author to emphasize the Romanian realities and flows. All these descriptions 

which have a journalistic note give the text a realistic character and create the complex image of a 

society which lacks stability because of its permanent change. Some of the main characters seem to be 

real while the other send the reader’s thoughts towards some fictional texts. To sum up, the novel has 

all the features which characterize a postmodern literary experiment: diary, epistolary style, essay, film 

script, reportage, but also the diversity of the narrative techniques. The author’s uniqueness also 

consists in major change concerning the relation between the reader-the text-the author, the meta-

textual associations, the humor and the freshness of the writing style. 

 In one word, this “salad”, in the preparation of which the author carefully took into account the 

very particular ingredient it necessitated, is an original one. It’s worthy tasting it! 

 

 

(in “ProSaeculum”, no. 8 (52), December 2008, p. 144-145; “Vatra”, 1-2/2009, p. 128-129; 

“Discobolul”, Year XII, No. 133-134-135 (138-139-140), January-February-March 2009, p. 322-325; 

reproduced in the volume Monica Grosu, Lecturi în oglindă (Readings in the mirror), Cluj-Napoca, 

Editura Grinta, 2010, p. 85-89) 
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În mod hotărât, se gândi Tristan, exprimarea burlacului dobândise un desăvârşit manierism 

subtil de-a lungul anilor. 

- Te felicit şi eu, adăugă poetul, dragule, pentru gustul estetic desăvârşit. E fermecătoare. 

Activitatea de cercetare a Catedrei pare a fi pe mâini sigure, sunt convins că vei obţine rezultate 

admirabil de satisfăcătoare pentru toate părţile implicate în proces. Te invidiez şi propun să bem un 

pahar pentru asta, până nu apar intruşii din tabăra inamicului.  

Tristan era obişnuit cu ironiile mai vârstnicilor săi colegi, în replicile cărora se strecura, mereu, 

o vagă nostalgie după vremurile în care, spuneau ei, anii şi prospeţimea – intelectuală, desigur – le 

permiteau „documentări aprofundate pe subiecte de natură similară”. Tristan intra în panică doar în 

momentele în care cei doi găseau de cuviinţă a se exprima la fel de aluziv când se afla de faţă Iza. Iar 

poetul şi burlacul nu păreau a scăpa nici o ocazie în acest sens. Umplând trei pahare, fără a mai întreba 

dacă şi ceilalţi sunt interesaţi de această îndeletnicire, poetul rosti aparent inofensiv: 

- Dragul meu, unde ai de gând să îţi petreci concediul vara aceasta? 

Era exclus să fi ştiut despre simpozion. Se referea, cu siguranţă, la un moment extrem de delicat 

– dar nu pentru el –când, la una dintre ieşirile lui Tristan şi ale Izei la Vama Veche, fuseseră nevoiţi să 

poarte o conversaţie extrem de animată despre erotismul din literatură, în compania boemului lor coleg, 

gol puşcă pe plajă şi foarte încântat de atenţia pe care i-o acordau toate studentele care se nimeriseră în 

aceeaşi perioadă în staţiune – iar numărul lor era într-atât de semnificativ încât cu greu putea fi 

considerat o simplă coincidenţă. Poetul se referea la acea prelegere ca la cel mai reuşit curs de vară pe 

care îl cunoscuse vreodată sistemul universitar naţional. Tristan, atent supravegheat de Iza, nu reuşise 

să afle unde anume să îşi îndrepte privirea, pentru a evita multitudinea de trupuri feminine bronzate 

complet, dat fiind că topless era o lege nescrisă a acelei plaje. În cele din urmă îşi scosese ochelarii şi se 

prefăcuse, pe durata întregului discurs al poetului boem, interminabil şi plin de savoare, că lentilele 

necesită o atenţie specială. Întrucât ar fi sunat extrem de deplasată folosirea gradelor didactice 

universitare într-o incertă atmosferă flower-power, cu acelaşi prilej fu instituită, tacit, convenţia 

utilizării prenumelui. Singurul impediment al întregului experiment estival fu inspiraţia discutabilă a 

poetului de a le expedia tuturor colegilor, pe adresa Universităţii, aceeaşi fotografie, altfel extrem de 

reuşită, în care elementele de decor le constituiau marea şi nisipul, în mijlocul cărora surâdea nonşalant 

el însuşi, purtând un singur accesoriu, pălăria, din fericire nu pe cap, fără ca precauţia să estompeze 

ceva din sugestia mai mult decât transparentă. Doamna Decan declară, cu o figură sumbră, că dânsa nu 

a primit niciodată corespondenţa respectivă (secretara era de altă opinie, dar o păstră, desigur, pentru 

forul său interior), iar poetul se oferi galant şi prompt, într-un consiliu al facultăţii, să îi remită un 

exemplar, propunere care fu întâmpinată cu tăcere prelungită, până când şeful de Catedră propuse, 

desigur, rediscutarea restricţiilor bugetare, solicitare care fu întâmpinată cu un val de entuziasm şi 

interes lipsit de precedent. Auzind ulterior povestea Sânziana decretase, bătând din palme, că e foarte 

interesant la facultate. 

Cursul opţional de erotism în literatură deveni atât de solicitat de către studente încât şeful de 

Catedră fu nevoit să elimine din planul de învăţământ paleografia chirilică. Într-un fel, Tristan îi era 

profund recunoscător colegului boem pentru inspiraţia acelei prelegeri de pe plajă şi în fiecare vară 

deveni un fapt obişnuit aprofundarea subiectului într-o formulă cât mai neconvenţională. Acum se 

arătau însă nori sumbri la orizont. O anumită colegă urma a inaugura un curs opţional de feminism în 

literatură. Bătălia în amfiteatrele universităţii se anunţa cruntă, iar poetul căuta tot sprijinul necesar 

pentru acea vară a nudismului academico-literar. În acest sens îşi propusese chiar  să recurgă la unele 

exerciţii fizice şi solicita prezenţa lui Tristan alături, deopotrivă în sala de forţă cât şi în cadrul 

prelegerilor litorale. Se apucase să scrie şi un roman, aşteptat cu înfrigurare – şi temere – de întregul 
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anturaj4. Cu gândul de a aplana, într-un fel, o posibilă stare conflictuală cu Iza, datorată prezenţei – 

intuitiv indubitabile – a Evei în cadrul expunerilor nonconformiste ale erotismului şi sexualităţii pe 

plaja infuzată de subiectul şi obiectul respectivelor consideraţii, Tristan se gândi că o doză de precauţie 

şi acţiune preventivă ar fi tocmai potrivită, astfel că îşi luă inima în dinţi, trase adânc aer în piept şi se 

gândi să refuze, cât mai delicat, invitaţia colegului boem: 

- Ştiţi, m-am gândit că vara aceasta nu ar fi rău să poposim la Neptun. Vila Uniunii Scriitorilor 

pare a fi un mediu destul de potrivit redactării unui roman, poate doriţi şi dumneavoastră să vă rezervaţi 

o cameră? Am fi colegi şi am putea discuta, nestingheriţi, chiar şi despre erotismul în literatură. 

Urmă o tăcere îndelungată, răstimp în care burlacul îşi aprinse tacticos o ţigară lungă, iar poetul 

îşi umplu pipa cu tutun – cea mai popularizată dintre hotărârile Senatului Universităţii, prin afişarea 

acesteia la toate avizierele, dar şi cea mai ignorată, instituia interdicţia fumatului în incinta instituţiei. În 

cele din urmă poetul spuse laconic: 

- Mi-e teamă că în cadrul vilei Uniunii Scriitorilor eu unul aş fi puţin stingherit, m-aş afla în 

afara elementului natural, dacă mă înţelegi. 

Afirmaţia suna ca şi cum un arheolog ar fi spus că ruinele Troiei sau mormântul lui 

Tutankhamon îi sunt medii nefamiliare, dar Tristan se abţinu să emită ipoteze aprofundate cu privire la 

natura „elementului natural” al colegului său poet. 

Burlacul interveni, meditativ: 

- Eei, Tristan dragule, te înţeleg, épater les bourgeois e ceva mai dificil de urmat atunci când ai 

o soţie şi un copil. Intervin constrângeri. Celibatul... pardon, burlăcia5, îţi acordă libertăţi considerabile. 

Poetul întrevăzu o oportunitate unică şi se întoarse fulgerător către colegul său: 

- Dragul meu, vrei să spui că vei veni tu la Vama Veche? Vivat, vom face un cuplu redutabil, 

poate înfiinţăm chiar o Universitate. Stufstock University sună atractiv, nu crezi? 

Luat prin surprindere, burlacul se înecă, tuşi sacadat, întinse mâna şi goli paharul din faţa sa – 

Tristan trăi imediat senzaţia unui déja-vu şi strigă, prea târziu, că nu conţine apă6 – fu pe punctul de a 

suferi un atac de cord dublat de o asfixie severă, până când, într-un târziu, îşi reveni cu greu şi reuşi să 

articuleze epuizat: 

- Mi-e teamă că nu stăpânesc la fel de bine ca tine subiectul erotismului în literatură, colega. 

                                                 
4 - Contrar suspiciunilor induse mai mult sau mai puţin subtil în subtext, nu este vorba de romanul de faţă. Spre diferenţă de 

prezenta naraţiune, romanul poetului povesteşte întâmplări adevărate despre fiinţe şi evenimente reale, vag mascate prin 

inventarea unor noi nume ale personajelor care substituie identitatea persoanelor. 

 - Puteţi fi ceva mai explicit?  

- Dacă îmi permiteţi, aş lămuri eu lucrurile. În povestirea factuală, cum este cazul povestirii poetului, ordinea de 

dependenţă logică este: istorie (evenimente denotate) > naraţiune (enunţarea povestirii) > povestire (produsul, sintactic şi 

semantic, al actului narativ). În povestirea de ficţiune, cum este cazul celei de faţă, istoria nu există decât ca proiecţie 

mentală indusă de povestire, astfel ordinea de dependenţă logică fiind alta: naraţiunea > povestirea > istoria. În povestirea 

de ficţiune, contrar situaţiei povestirii factuale, universul co-implicat de istorie este o lume incompletă semantic, ceea ce 

denotă clar dependenţa logică a nivelului istoriei în raport cu cel al povestirii.  

 - Îi mulţumim domnului Gerard Genette pentru intervenţia sa pe deplin edificatoare. Dacă nu sunt alte întrebări, 

putem reveni la enunţarea povestirii pentru a cunoaşte universul incomplet semantic al salatei universitare.  

(extras din dialogul purtat în cadrul unei mese rotunde cu ocazia lansării pariziene a volumului, în toamna anul 

1972. Regretabil, printre participanţi nu s-a putu număra şi autorul, acesta nefiind încă născut. Alain Robbe-Grillet a fost în 

mod deosebit dezamăgit aflând vestea).   
5 Seria sinonimică devine completă în formula: celibatar, burlac, holtei, becher. Nu reiese clar din context dacă personajul 

împărtăşeşte condiţia socială a vreunuia dintre cele patru sinonime. Întreaga enunţare oscilează indefinit între ironie şi 

autoironie. 
6 Nu putem fi siguri asupra conţinutului paharului. În cazul de faţă ne declinăm competenţa şi responsabilitatea. Nu este 

exclusă astfel nici varianta de a fi fost totuşi apă. 
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- Niciodată nu e prea târziu să aprofundezi cunoştinţele, colega. Le-ai putea aborda din punct de 

vedere al pragmatismului lingvistic, eu îmi rezerv perspectiva psihanalitică, dar poate ajungem la un 

numitor comun. Bunăoară să îl luăm pe Henry James, acest geniu incontestabil, care şi-a reprimat 

complet impulsul sexual, deopotrivă ca manifestare în viaţa particulară cât şi ca expresie artistică în 

întreaga sa operă. Pe de altă parte, în prefeţele semnate de el însuşi la ediţia americană a operei 

complete se pot  detecta, la o analiză minuţioasă, sugestii subconştiente şi bine disimulate ale penetrării 

a... 

 

 

“Intelectualii! Iată un soi preţios de cetăţeni, de lipsa căruia patria noastră nu se poate plânge. Slavă 

Domnului! avem destui”, exclama Caragiale ironic. Spre o problematică intelectuală îşi îndreaptă 

atenţia Lucian Bâgiu, mai precis spre mediul universitar cu ale sale tare numai bune de a fi persiflate. 

Cu un ochi la tradiţia solidă a prozei campusului universitar din spaţiul literar englez (vezi Malcolm 

Bradbury şi David Lodge) tânărul universitar ardelean (asistent universitar la Catedra de limba şi 

literatura Română a Universităţii din Alba Iulia) pune în pagină, ca la carte, o reţetă postmodernă.  

 

Cititorii de oriunde şi de aiurea trebuie avertizaţi: “Bestiar” nu este un roman în accepţiunea “simţului 

comun”, nu veţi găsi nici desfăşurare epică tradiţională, nici intrigă, structură sau concluzie. În schimb, 

suntem părtaşi la un roman-experiment, pătrundem în bucătăria scrierii unui text ce se deconstruieşte 

permanent. Scriitorul expune ostentativ o panoplie de procedee retorice, compoziţionale şi stilistice, 

purtând o pecete programatic eclectică, se dedă la tot felul de “ghiduşii” postmoderne: fragmentare 

formală, discontinuitate, pulverizarea/relativizarea perspectivei narative, autoreferenţialitate, 

reflexivitate metatextuală, intertextualitate. Rezultatul este o joacă parodică, un exerciţiu subtil de 

ironie fină presărat cu multe trimiteri livreşti ce nu agresează însă cititorul, ci îl solicită complice. 

 

Aşadar, pe post de ingrediente ale “salatei” avem personajele: asist. univ. Paul Tristan, venerabilul 

Prof. titular septuagenar, şeful de Catedră şi alţi câţiva distinşi colegi de breaslă pe care îi numim sub 

speciae aeternitas burlacul, poetul boem, pitulicea feministă, plus nepoata Profesorului – Isolda zisă Iza 

(predestinată lui Tristan, cum altfel?!). Ei, şi asezonăm cu ceva instanţe ale comunicării narative, unele 

deghizate în personaje. Atenţie: lucrurile nu sunt chiar ceea ce par a fi! Vorbim despre naratorul martor 

(Mo – o frumoasă universitară englezoaică), un pretins autor, Elby, care se bagă în vorbă cu noi vrem, 

nu vrem, şi chiar despre David Lodge în persoană. Sarea şi piperul nu pot lipsi; iau forma unui 

simpozion internaţional organizat la Viena, la care Tristan e delegat să participe în locul şefului de 

catedră, care se retrage la o mănăstire. Vă las să aflaţi singuri cum se leagă sau se taie maioneza sau 

cum se schimbă la faţă cartea noastră cu fiecare capitol parcurs. 

 

După ce s-a tot jucat cu perspectivele narative, autorul inserează alandala şi un colaj-scenariu 

cinematografic, o virează în pagini de jurnal cu rezonanţe gotice. Nu ne cruţă nici cu genul epistolar, 

situaţia o impune, între timp lucrurile au luat o întorsătură ezoteric-francmasonă. Iar umorul e factorul 

coagulant. Indiferent de stil sau de tehnică, ironia şi situaţiile comice sunt delicioase, te umflă râsul şi 

alta nu! O manieră nimerită de a submina fundamentele elitist-esenţialiste uneori sterile sau anacronice 

ale vieţii academice. 

 

(Irina Filipache , 16 apr 2008, in TimeOut Bucuresti) 

 


